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Wednesday, January 6 of 2016

DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA, TO
THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS? 

Contemplate the world where you live and, for an instant, silence the thoughts of your mind and the
emotions of your being.

Observe how your inner world recognizes that the life which expresses itself on Earth does not
resemble the Thought of God.

See how within you inhabits the archetype for humanity and the expression of the planet as a whole.

Feel how your heart has the yearning of living fraternity and of knowing true love, that One who
makes you give your life for your friends and to forgive the enemies, loving them as if they were
part of you.

What will you do with this which dwells within you? Will you shut your heart - as most of the
human beings do - or will you renounce worldly views to institute new life on the planet, even if it
seems crazy in the eyes of the world?

Child, the age of the Armageddon has come to the planet, but most of your brothers are seeking
scientific, philosophical and spiritualist concepts which place a pattern of normality in what is
happening in the world today. These are the human minds trying to silence the heart.

Those who listen to the voice of God in their own interior know that a final time has begun in the
world and that, without the establishment of peace in the human heart, chaos will establish its reign
and govern the minds and spirits of those who did not open themselves to the truth.

Those who unite themselves to God and silence their minds, in order to let the wisdom of the
essences arise, do not fear to know the truth and do not want to silence the Will of God. They know
that, at the end of all this battle, the good will triumph. For this reason, they recognize the urgency
of the need for transformation, recognize the imperious inner will of renouncing the old man and its
tendencies and to open themselves so that the New dismisses the reign of the outdated human
addictions, even though, for the human mind, these retrograde and degenerated energies, when
manifested in matter, sometimes are called technologies.

Child, the path to retrocession is known by the human mind as a progress. Those who follow the
trends of these so-called "advancements" do not perceive that the path to evolution was left behind
when the human consciousness rejected simplicity, fraternity and love and in the industrial age, that
marked a spiritual retrocession of humankind, opened itself to competition, slavery, the obsessive
usufruct and the almost absolute denial of spiritual life.

In other eras of decadence, as in the end of Atlantis and Lemuria, it was the eagerness for
manipulation of the spiritual power that lead man to lose its path of purity and unity. Now, again,
false power takes control of the mind and of the aspiration of men who believe they can place
themselves above the Creator with their free will.
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The degenerated man believes it has the power over life and over the Kingdoms of Nature. That is
why, by sending His Son, Who conquered death and perpetuated His Resurrection, the Creator
wanted to demonstrate to humanity that only He has the Power and that all that exists under His
Power belongs to the force, which is the one that loses itself and vanishes like dust before the fire of
the Glory of God.

I tell you, beloved child, that many of your brothers did not learn from the example of Christ and
chose an even greater suffering, a learning that would transcend the experience of only one man and
would involve in himself all humanity and all the Kingdoms of Nature. The Armageddon is the
Passion of the planetary consciousness.

You might be in this Passion in three different ways, as Christ and the crucified thieves next to Him:
both the thieves were thinking only about themselves; however, in the end of all, one of them
accepted the Will of God and converted himself in time. The other decided to keep his pride and not
even with all the suffering did he surrender himself to the forgiveness of God. Or you might be like
Christ, being this one who will live the same steps of the Passion of all the beings on the Earth, but
not with the spirit of punishment, guilt, anger, frustration or of pain, but only offering to the Father
each step with the cross of the world, so that a new redeemed race can appear from your offer of
love and of forgiveness.

Child, you must choose, right away, the path which you will follow: if your footprints will be over
the footprints of Christ, confirming the victory of God; if you will choose to suffer in the ignorance
and remain in your own opinion, to surrender yourself in the last hour; or if you will remain in your
boundless pride and even in the presence of God, you will choose the path of the abyss.

The cross will be given to you in every way. Hold it tight and take your steps.

The first steps in the planetary Passion will dictate the destiny of humanity. For this reason, from
now on, in your inner Gethsemane, renounce temptations and accept redemption. God will be with
you, the angels will support you and you will carry your cross, only contemplating the victory of
your Most High Father.

After all, peace will reign.

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph, this one who comes to open the eyes of humanity


